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Both scholarly and professional interests would be served, I believe,

by careful self-conscious attention on the part of curriculum theorists

to the problem of the relations between their particular work and the work

of other theorists, and between their work and the immanent discipline of

curriculum theory. I say immanent because I believe that there is not yet

a discipline of curriculum theory, but that most of the ingredients for

one are present in solution, ready to be precipitated out under an appropriate

catalyst. I would like this paper to suggest the form such a catalyst might

take. It aims to do so by superimposing a structure upon diverse is in

the field, thereby illuminating a set of possible relations among such efforts.

The structure employed is borrowed from Joseph Schwab's well-known discussion

of the basic structures of disciplines in general.1

Schwab contends that all disciplines manifest three kinds of structure.

He calls these three kinds of structure "organizational," "substantive," and

"syntactical ".

Organizational Structure

In general the organizational structures of a discipline are the

principles of its relation to other disciplines, or, looked at from a slightly

different perspective, its position in a taxonomy of the disciplines which

constitute man's organized knowledge. Of the several difficult problems

related to the ordering of disciplines, the one that concerns us most directly

here is the problem of defining borders and interactions between curriculum

theory and other disciplines. Misunderstanding of borders and interactions

impedes the c- .rly growth of a discipline as well as the legitimate incorpora-

tion into that discipline of insights from another. Let us consider an

example. Freud's discovery that repression is instrumental in the formation

of neuroses is obviously of interest to educators. But though a school and

a psychiatrist may share an interest in mental health it does not necessarily

follow that a school should seek ways to incorporate psychiatric techniques,

such as those used by the psychiatrist for digging up repressed material, into

its regular curriculum. The relationship between psychiatry and schooling

is complex, and proper use in the schools of the findings of psychiatry

requires careful analysis of these complexities. In general those people who

have advocated the use of psychiatric knowledge in curriculum building have

not made such analyses.2 The same might be said of those who have advocated

a sociological or economic solution to the problem of racial segregation

in education. Any serious attention to the relationship between education

and the economics and sociology of racial prejudice would have revealed that

the educational problem begins rather than ends with the physical presence

of previously excluded ethnic groups.

Another example of an organizational problem has to do with the current

wave of interest in the "structure of the disciplines." The problem of

elucidating the structure of a discipline such as mathematics is not in

itself an organizational problem for curriculum theory. The problem of

elucidating the relation between such a structure and the practice of

curriculum is a problem for curriculum theory. As in the above examples the

tendency has been to assume too simple a relationship, namely, that the

discovery of the structure of mathematics in itself provides a solution

to the problem of organizing the mathematics curriculum. While this may be

the case, the analyses necessary to demonstrate that conclusion have not

been undertaken by the advocates of the "structure of the disciplines"

movement in curriculum. Brunerd Phenix,4 and a few other scholars have

suggested possible approaches to such analysis, but no one has done the job

thorouiy.



A final example of the organizational problem deals with several

disciplines within the field of education itself. Considerable confusion

exists over the relations between the several spheres of activity within

a school system. While this confusion is an honest reflection of the

enormous complexity of the interactions among these spheres, it is never-

theless damaging to the process of sorting out variables and systems of

variables for study and analysis, which alone in turn can produce some

systematic insight into the interactions. Thus while in practice, for

example, administration of a school system cannot occur by itself without

continuous interaction with a socio-political system on the one hand and

a teaching system on the other hand, for the purposes of study it is

necessary to establish systematic boundaries to "administration', "school

politics," and "teaching."

While numerous attempts have been made to delimit "curriculum':

most of these efforts have not proven heuristic to the study of school

phenomena because the approach taken has been semantic and definitional.

A major exception to this is Macdonald's application of the principles

of systems analysis to the "action spheres" of school phenomena.)

Macdonald's identification of the system-properties, boundaries, and

spheres of interaction is a substantial contribution to the founding of

an organizational structure for curriculum theory.

Substantive Structures

Substantive structures are sets of assumptions about the variables

of interest to a discipline which control the questions asked and inquiries

undertaken. There are many levels of substantive structure apparent in

cost disciplines. Some of them are so basic to a discipline's postulational

structure that their removal or alteration would require a total revision

of that structure. An instance would be the drastic alterations in

geometry that result from altering assumptions about the properties of a

planet

At the other extreme are substantive structures of a highly transient

nature. These are trial assumptions of all sorts including the hypotheses

that guide paLLicular experiments and "working assumptions" employed

frequently in narrative attempts at tentative explanation. Between the

two extremes of the basic foundational structures of a discipline and

tentative devices used in trial explanations lie the bulk of substantive

structures - those that are of central concern here. These are sets of

assumptions which have withstood to some extent the test of time and

experiment and have achieved a degree of stability within a discipline.

Typically these structures are modified in minor ways from time to time

but remain intact in basic character. The set of assumptions implicit

in the basic S-R equation is such a substantive structure. Clearly the

S-R idea has undergone modification over the years, but remains in essence

the basic notion that shapes the questions asked by experimental psychologists.

Thus, for example, the S-R structure does not generate inquiry into the

nature of unconscious experience. Conversely, the substantive structures

of depth-psychology do not generate inquiry into extinction rates under

varying schedules.

2
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The substantive structures empteyed in Ao:SE C-friLuitint work for the

past 30 years have remained relatrvel) stable They are most clearly

apparent in the we work of Rai pry Tyler, especially in the four-

step formula of stating objectives. selecting experiences, orderingthe

selection, and evaluating the results in terms of these objectives."

While the assumptions embodied in the "ivier racienale," as it is commonly

known, have contributed a certain amount of orderliness to curriculum

practice, they haaJe not been especially fruitful in generating new areas

of inquiry. In addition, there are a number of phenomena traditionally

of concern to the planners of formal educational experience which this

substantive structure does not seem capable of comprehending Thus there

are presently a number of efforts to develop alternative or complimentary

substantive structures for curriculum theory. Eisner's excellent analysis

of the uses of "objectives" is a step in this direction in that it calls

attention to some of the limitations of the Tyler rationale. A recent

paper of mine is a fair effort to examine and suggest an alternative to one

aspect of the current substantive structure 8 the general tenor of several

recent ASCD publications suggests an effort to develop new substantive

structures. This is trueippecially in New nisi ??'its and the Cetrriculum7
and LariguLge and Meaning.'" In the latter publication Dwayne Huebner's

article entitled "C.Irricular Language and Classroom Meaning" is one of the

most promising efforts to propose new substantive structures Huebner

proposes five different modes of regarding curriculum phenomena While

Huebner's paper is more suggestive than complete, it seems likely that the

five modes could be developed into five distinct complimentary substantive

structures each with its own set of assumptions and each generating unique

bodies of inquiry. The first mode, the "technological," is essentially a

rationalization of the assumptions implicit in the Tyler approach. The

second mode is called "political" and has as its key concepts"influence"

and "power!' It is no secret that influence and power play as important a

role in the curriculum process as do educational objectives. The political

mode of regarding curriculum phenomena would generate inquiry into this role.

The third mode, which Huebner calls "scientific." regards curriculum

phenomena with respect to the way in which they generate new knowledge about

the educational process The fourth and fifth madea, the ethical and

aesthetic, are at once the most intriguing and the most complex, I shall

not discuss them here beyond saying that with careful work these modes

could be developed into extremely productive substantive structures.

There are other worthy efforts to reconceptualize the basic assumptions

with which one approaches curriculum. One would include here some of the

voluminous work in which efforts are made to examine curriculum from the

point of view of Dewey's philosophy of education, as well as a great deal of



work in which points view developed in other phil-s,:phies of education

and other disciplines altcgether are brought to bear n education,

However, mach of this work is embedded in the strictares of its present

disciplines and is not articulated specifically with the intent of eluci-

dating cIrriculm phenomena As observed above in the discussion of

organizatior:al structures, the problem cf "translation" of insights from

one discipline to another is not as simple as it appears to be. A very

ripe area awaits here for systematic work. One would assume that some

such understanding went into the planning of such publications as ASCD's

New InslAhts and the Curriculum

The development of innovative substantive structures in curriculum

is particularly desirable when viewed in the context of the past 20 years.

In this period the filer approach, or Technological Rationale, has been

the dominant substantive structqre in the field of curriculum. There is

a very fortunate correspondence between this structure and the extensive

technical apparatus that constitutes the dominant method of inquiry in

the same period This correspondence has facilitated the generation of

an extensive body of knowledge about those aspects of education that are

readily comprehended in terms of the Technological Rationale. While one

cannot but applaud this, one is also obliged to see an associated danger;

namely, that we grow accustomed to thinking of that aspect of education

we are beginning to understand as constituting the essence or even the

whole of education, and fail therefore to pursue other areas in which our

knowledge is embarrassingly scant- Put succinctly, we are on our way to

thinking that sheer transmission of information and technique is the

important part cf education if not the whole of it. Since we are doing

quite well at devising methods to accomplish this part, we tend to neglect

the stickier, more frustrating, and less profitable sort of inquiry that

might clarify for us such problems as the moral content of the transactions

among fellow human beings in the classroom; the functioning of student's

interests and aims (as these are defined by Dewey) in the classroom under

various conditions; the various conceptions of the nature, function, source,

and uses of knowledge that are implicitly conveyed to students through

contrasting methods of transmitting knowledge; or the attitudes and feelings

towards experience to which students are incidentally habituated during the

course of the increasingly efficient instructional day.

Among the many reasons for this tendency (the "sputnick syndrome")

there are two that curriculum theorists might do something about. One is

to develop alternative substantive structures, as Huebner and others have

done. The second, without which the leads given by Huebner and others will

not be followed, is to solve the problem of warranting assertions of a non-

technological sort. We have the apparatus for warranting technological

assertions down pat. Given the enormous responsibilities educators feel,

it is unlikely that they will venture too far with assumptions leading to

assertions for which there exists no clear method of establishing warrant-

ability, The problem of establishing warrantability for assertions brings

us to the third of Schwab's structures, those he calls syntactical structures.

imlactical Structures

Every discipline has some more or less stable system for gathering

and evaluating data, posing and testing hypothetical assertions, and relating

these assertions to broader generalizations and explanatory schemes. Such



a system constitutes the syntactical strL:cture of the discipline. These

structures exhibit some very basic characteristics which are highly stable,

such as goodness of fit berween generalization and data, conformity of the

inferential process to the gereral rules of logic, and the requirement to

reduce internal contradictions by refinement of measurement or generalization

or both, However within this broad framework of stable structures, each

discipline exhibits more specific syntactical structures which may be more

or less stable at a given time in the growth of the discipline. The variabil-

ity of these structures is related to a large number of factors in a complex

way which for the purposes of this paper need only be touched upon here.

One of the factors is the nature of the variables being investigated

at a given time as in a given group of studies. Thus, for example, a

psychologist studying the effect of certain environmental conditions upon

the manner in which unconscious symbol-systems manifest themselves in conscious

behavior uses a syntax differing markedly from that employed by a psychologist

studying extinction rates under varying reward schedules. In the first case,

the dependent variable is complex and not readily quantified or even observed.

Variations in the behavior in question need to be established seperately for

each subject on the basis of extended observation and lengthy analysis. The

analysis itself is guided by an elaborate system of inference. And, since

the independent variables must be maintained in operation over long periods

and replicated numerous times for each subject as well as across subjects,

the problem of control is enormous Given these considerations, it is

appropriate that the syntactical structures in this sort of inquiry focus

upon inferential procedures, elaborate descriptive apparatus, and criteria

for validity of individual cases. This stands in sharp contrast to the

syntax of the second case, which emphasizes through a probability model

the reliability of an inferred relationship between dependent and independent

variables across large numbers of subjects. It is true that there are many

basic similarities between the two cases. The experimental psychologist

needs to pay careful attention to the validity of his measurement of dependent

variables just as surely as the depth psychologist ultimately has to confront

the problem of the reliability of his inferences over large numbers. But

given the present status of these two branches of psychology, it is clear

that the syntactical structure most in need of focal attention differ and

are specific to the kinds of problems under investigation. Further, I

think it might fairly be said that the syntax of inquiry in experimental

psychology is relatively stable at this point--most of its general features

have been worked out in a way that seems adequate for handling the problems

currently of interest. For depth psychology, by contrast, the syntax of

inquiry is highly problematic and in a state of flux.

These two cases are special in that they represent two fields within

a discipline or, as some would prefer to state it, two closely related

disciplines. This observation points the way to two further comments about

syntax. First, that syntactical structures are closely related to substantive

structures. It may be argued that behavioral and psychiatric efforts to

explain phenomena differ not in realm of convenience of phenomena of

concern so much as in the substantive structures--the guiding heuristic

conceptions--with which the phenomena are approached. In a later section

of this paper the interdependent.: o'" substantive and syntactical structures

will be discussed further.

5



The second comment is that in contrast to the difference in emphasis

cited above there may be much more basic differences in syntactical structure

between more strikingly different fields or disciplines. Thus the syntax of

proof in mathematics differs in some quite essential ways from the syntax

of proof in history.

In the field of curriculum theory the syntactical problem is partic-

ularly acute. There are a number of reasons for this, but two stand out

as especially worth mentioning:

1) The confusion between descriptive theory and "prescriptive theory."

The syntax required to validate descriptive propositions is radically

different from the syntax required to validate imperatives, "ought's," or

prescriptive propositions. Yet the curriculum literature is noteworthy

for an insidious and subtle blending of is's and ought's which make it

difficult to come to grips with the problem of validation.

2) There is very little agreement as to the variables to be considered.

Except for the area of "instruction"--that small part of the education process

for .1lich a "learning" paradigm is to some degree appropriate, curriculum

scholars find it extraordinarily difficult to delimit the variables of

concern. As was shown above, the nature of the variables in question is

a determinant of the syntax to be employed. So long as each scholar bounds

his variables uniquely he must also choose, somewhat ad hoc,his own syntax.

The stability of syntax resulting from interaction among scholars cannot

come about until there is some degree of agreement about variables. Several

efforts to delimit curriculum variables, both in terms of identifying sets

within the field and boundaries ofthe field with other fields, have been

made. In addition to work on boundaries cited in the section on "organiza-

tional structures" above, some important contributions have been made by

Frymier,
11

iFax, 12 Johnson,13 Komisar and Mclellen
14 and others. These

papers, while they bear upon the problem of syntax in the manner just

described, do not tackle this problem directly. To my knowledge there

are no adequate direct efforts to dilineate the syntactical structures of

the discipline of curriculum theory. As is probably typical of the early

development of a discipline, there is a fair amount of comment in passing

and a fair amount of borrowing from other disciplines. However the most

common response to the syntax problem is to by-pass it by directing inquiry

at those variables for which there is a suitable syntax. The result is

the tendency, discussed in the preceeding section, to unduly focus attention

on one set of problems to the exclusion of others. While it is not directly

to the point, it is worth noting here a recent outstanding contribution to

the syntax of inquiry pertaining to that particular set of problems. I

refer to Travers' challenging comments on the required procedures for

building an adequate theory of instruction.15 Also worthy of note here is

Faix's work on structural- functional analysis.16 There are implications

here, in need of clarification and amplification, for the beginnings of

a syntax for curriculum theory. But an orderly and systematic statement

of syntactical principles to guide the process of acquiring knowledge about

the broader range of curriculum phenomena has yet to be accomplished.

6



Correlation of the Structures

A discipline, I have asserted following Schwab, typically manifests

three types of structure, each giving rise to specific types of problems

for the discipline which are related to but separate from the process of

acquiring knowledge about the variables with which the discipline deals.

Taken together, these three structures might be considered to constitute

the metatheoretical structure of the discipline Considering the matter in

this way, attention is directed to the relatedness of each structure to

the other two, If the three are to cohere into a unified metatheoretical

structure, they must compliment rather than contradict or simply by-pass

each other. That is to say, for example, that the syntactical structure

employe3-must be appropriate for examination of the variables of interest

to the substantive structures employed. Similarly, the organizational

structure must define the boundaries of the field in a manner that is

consistent with the realm of convenience assumed in the substantive structure

employed. Such questions as the following need to be asked: what sort

of syntax is appropriate to inquiry related to or built upon Heubner's

identification of five modes of regarding curriculum events? Is Heubner's

own syntax, which is drawn largely from philosophic discourse, the most

appropriate way to continue with the work he has begun? Is there some

point at which some sort of empirical methodology can be used to refine

the models he suggests? Is it possible or desirable to try to identify

specific behavioral variables related to each of the five modes? In

what manner other than the sloppy traditional manner can insight achieved

through the syntax of philosophical discourse be brought to bear upon

the procedures of designing educational programs?

Similar problems may be raised with respect to the more firmly

established substantive structures implicit in the Tyler rationale.17

Particularly (but not exclusively) because of the confusion between pre-

scription and description in Tyler's position it is difficult to know what

sort of inquiry can be conducted in relation to it. And as one can see

clearly in relation to Tabal s18 elaboration of the Tyler rationale, it

is equally difficult to determine with clarity what the relation is between

curriculum theory and a host of other disciplines including history,

political science, sociology, social work, etc. Thus there is the need

to work out relations between substative and organizational as well as

substantive and syntactical structures. A thorough treatment of any

particular metatheoretical background for curriculum theory would require

the integration of all three structures.

Curriculum Theory.

Thus far this paper has focused upon the metatheoretical foundation of

curriculum theory. We turn now to the state of curriculum theory itself

and to some suggestions for the further development of the field.

I believe it is well-known that there are no comprehensive theories

about curriculum phenomena. But even such rudiments of theory as a

limited set of explanatory propositions about selected curriculum phenomena,

or disciplined efforts to suggest an approach to conceptualizing the events

to which a theory might pertain, are quite limited in number. There are

a few truly theoretical propositions buried here and there in works

7



desi4ned f,,r other purpirs, Such propositions may be found for example,

in Savior and Alexander Inlow,20 King and Browne11,21 Beauchamp,
22

Goodland and Anderson,2i and in various other curriculum texts.

Some of the work discusse6 above as contributing to the metatheoretical
foundation )f curriculum theory contains extensive descriptive apparatus
coming as close to actual curriculum theory as anything written to date.

Outstandilig in this regard is Macdonald's systems analysis work.24

Beauchamp's text has much to offer in the way of promising beginnings,

especially with respect to his exploration of the problems involved in
formulating a theory of curriculum. But his own attempt to formulate the

foundations of a theory lapses into preaxeology.

In a shorter work, Mauritz Johnson has contributed to the small body

of truly theoretical propositions about curriculum.26 Johnson'r. paper is

noteworthy for several things. First, he has carefully examined much of
the supposedly theoretical literature to demonstrate how it fails to be
actually theoretical (his analysis parallels mine in some respects).
Second, he has approached the problem of defining "curriculum" and certain
curriculum phenomena specifically from the point of view of theory-construc-
tion rather than from the more common point of view of curriculum trouble-

shooting 27 Third, he has produced a logically ordered model schema is

his word) of the various parts of curriculum. The model is general and

descriptive, and thus potentially theoretical. A problem I see in his

model is that it defines curriculum as the output of one system and the

input into another system. It is not a system itself. It is an entity

produced here and used there. Thus construed, it could not itself be

theorized about. Rather its bounding systems would be the object of theory.

Whether such theory would be curriculum theory is a possibly trouble-

some question.

Another noteworthy paper is Frymier's detailed discussion of elements
and operations constituting the domain of curriculum.28 His approach is

theoretical rather then preaxeological, and with further development could

constitute a major contribution.

Somewhat on the periphery of curriculum theory but none-the-less
worth mentioning is a growing literature on the process of curriculum

innovation. Some of these, like Taba's29 are merely persuasive reports

of comparitively successful techniques employed to bring about particular

changes in particular schools. Other papers, especially those by Bhola,3°

and GubaP while directed in part towards the solution of the particular
problem of "speeding up innovation," still contain some useful theoretical
propositions describing curriculum processes.

In considering the scarcity of actual curriculum theory, Johnson

remarks that "the majority of educationists, educational practitioners,
and scholars active in curriculum reform are oriented toward improvement
rather than understanding."32 While one might sympathize with the
practitioner's need for solutions to particular problems, this sympathy
should not lead the scholar into a misunderstanding of the nature and
function of theory. Theory is explanatory, and explanation leads in many

cases to control, or at least to prediction. In the long run theory

8



coupled with value commitment leads to a position about practice. But as

Travers has pointed out, inqL:ry aimed determining methods for maximizing

a given effect it:. not likely to succeed very well in the absence of sound

prior theory, and is not likely to be an of approach to the develop-

ment of theory 33 Conversely, ingliry desiened in accordance with the

requirements for the developtient of sound ti ory is riot likely, in the short

run, to yield answers to the practitioner s questions. Never-the-less the

practitioner, whose impatience with "pure theory" sometimes borders on

blatant anti - intellectualism, should not overlook the likelihood that many

of his most pressing difficulties are precisely the result of a short-

sighted patch-work approach to past problems--an approach which, in the

absence of sound general theory, tends to view as separate and isolated

problems certain phenomena which in fact are intrinsic correlated character-

istics of an enrire system of phenomena To use again an analogy I have

used elsewhere,34 the approach is riot unlike that of a doctor who in

prescribing a pill for a kidney ailment fails to determine whether the pill

might destroy the liver while it cures the kidney. If the nature of theory

and its relation to practice were better understood, the practitioner might

regard the theorist with less suspicion, and test scholar Ao would be a

theorist would perhaps feel less compelled to direct his "theorizing" tor'ard

the development of a "position." Thus, for example, in the absence of the

compulsion to produce a "useful" document the insight which initiated the

"taxonomies" project35 might instead have initiated a substantial contribution

to curriculum theory,

There are a number of valid points of view as to how to proceed with

curriculum theory construction. I think it would be generally conceeded,

however, that there are two aspects to the jobsystematic speculation and

systematic data gathering. One would agree with Travers that adequate theory

cannot be "data-free." But one must also recognize that data-collection which

is not guided by shrewd systematic speculation about relations among phenomena

is likely to result in dispersed rather than cohesive data. I would suggest

that it may be fruitful to observe the following points in efforts to build

curriculum theory. First, assumptions about syntactical, organizational, and

substantive structures should be made explicit to whatever extent possible.

Second, problems should be identified in relation to these structures rather

that in relation to "practical" problems of schooling. Organizational

structures will suggest boundaries to the phenomena to be studied. Syntactical

structures rather than methodologies borrowed wholesale from other disciplines

will suggest the approach to achieving warranted assertability. An sub-

stantive structures will generate models of interesting relationships

among phenomena. it is at this stage, the generation of models, that

speculation is appropriate. If one wanted to st-Idv team-teaching, for

example, it would be well first to consider from an organizational point

of view whether this phenomenon is to be defined as an outcome variable

of a curriculum process, an inp.it variable in an instructional system, or

as something else altogether. Then it wculd be appropriate to examine

what sorts of evidence are appropriate for the stad- of the variable thus

construed, Clearly the appropriate eviderce to study team-teaching as the

product of a system of social inter-actions is not the same as the appropriate

evidence to study team teaching as a variable affecting achievement in a

given subject. Finally. one's assempt_on about substantive structures will

suggest patterns o: relatedness among the phenomena, including team teaching,

selected for study. Appropriate speculaticn wculd then be speculation as

to the precise nature of these patterns of relatedness. To be productive,

9



such speculation must talee eogrizw-ee )f tFie involved in refinement
and validation. This does not mean that .- should speculate only about
phenomena for which methods of measurement And analysis already exist. It
does mean that the speculations shoeld he so caste that the problems of
ultimate measurement and analysis are as simple as the intrinsic complexity
of the conceptions will allow. Thus, for example, a good conception should
not be sacrificed or reduced in Importance for lack of immediately available
operational definitions of variables. But the language used should be as
precise as possible and as close to operationality as possible at the time
without such sacrifice. $peculaticn should not be an excusE for slcppiness,
but the need ultimately to measure should not be an excuse for avoiding
exploration of some of the more complex components of educational experience.

If the gathering of data is intended to further the development of
theory rather than to generate solutions to specific problems, the data
must be interpreted accordingly. The main thrust of interpretation should
be not towards application to school problems but towards refinement of
models. The conclusion drawn from a study of team-teaching should not be
of the order of recommendations for practice but of the order of correcting
speculations about the relations between team teaching and other variables
of interest. In this context Travers' comments about the ultimate futility
of "maximization" studies in the absence of sound prior theory is well-taken.
As observed above, curriculum studies often fail to contribute to theory
because they are designed to produce prescriptions for maximizing certain
allegedly desirable effects instead of being designed to produce understand-
ing of relations among phenomena.

If this general approach to building curriculum theory were taken, the
discipline would have a beginning. It is not clear how far this beginning
would go, however. It seems likely to me, but by no means certain, that
there exists a system of phenomena which it would be the unique business of
curriculum theory to explain. Determination of this possibility can only
occur on the basis of assuming it to be so and proceeding from there to
test the assumption. One might discover that the "realm of convenience"
of curriculum theory is composed of sets of phenomena most conveniently
explained by further work in other disciplines. This seems to be the
reasoning behind the current tendency toward hybred disciplines such as
"the sociology of education," the "politics of education," etc. My
tentative conviction, however, is that there are interesting phenomena
which are most conveniently construed as curriculum phenomena and which
therefore can most conveniently be explained by curriculum theory. My
conclusion is that there is not yet much in the way of curriculum theory,
but that there can be and that in the interest: of acquiring knowledge of
certain phenomena within the general field of education there ought to be.

Summary

Schwab's analysis of the structures characteristic of any discipline
seem useful in classifying and revealing relations among various efforts
to lay the foundations for a discipline of curriculum theory. Further work
on each of the three kinds of structures he identifies is needed, as is
work on the problem of bringing together propositions about each type of
structure into something approaching coherent metatheories for curriculum
theory. This sort of work is essentially analytic, and like most analytic
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work requires a broad understanding of the phenomena involved, and a

strong and disciplined imagination.

With respect to curriculum theory itself--that is, highly general

explanatory statements about relations among curriculum phenomena--there

seems to be very little material. Most of what bears the name of curriculum

theory is not theoretical at all but is more properly considered preaxeolog-

ical. Good preaxeology of curriculum is extremely useful aria important,

but it is not the same thing as theory and doesn't accomplish what theory

accomplishes. It enables people who cannot wait forever to make critical

decisions in a reasonable manner. In the long run, however, theory

rather than preaxeology will produce understanding, and understanding, in

addition to being intrinsically valuable, will probably result in decisions

that better serve the interests of educational institutions. While there

is no kind of inquiry this author would have the temerity to declare

wrong (except for incompetent inquiry of any kind), it is important to note

that inquiry which is intended to serve theory-building rather than some

other endeavor needs to be designed specifically for the purpose. This is

as true for the "design" of speculation as it is for the design of data

gathering, analysis, and interpretation.

It seems likely, but not certain, that there is a set of phenomena

most conveniently explained through a discipline of curriculum theory.

In a sense this paper seeks to predict the discovery of such a set of

phenomena in a manner vaguely similar to the way in which the periodic

table predicted the discovery of the elements. The analogy has obviously

limited validity. But my conviction is served by it--that if we direct

our attention to the right place in the right way some worthwhile discoveries

will be made.
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